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Jensen Castle

Q.  Jensen, halved on points for you, but you're on the
board along with another two wins this morning for
Team USA.  How did you feel out there this morning?

JENSEN CASTLE:  It was a great match.  They played
super great.  Brook and I just focused on basically staying
in the moment, and enjoying each other.  We just met each
other, so just getting to know each other a little more.

One shot at a time, fairways and greens.  Whatever
happens happens.  She and I had a ton of fun, and that
was one of the main goals, and that was it completed.  It
was great to bring up some points, and I'm excited for the
afternoon matches.

Q.  You said you just met her.  How do you feel your
game complemented each other out there today?

JENSEN CASTLE:  Yes, actually my teammate is from
where she's from, and she recommended that she and I
play together because we both have similar games and
aggressiveness.  I told my coach I think we'd be good
together, and she put us together.  We complement each
other very well.

Q.  It seemed like a real battle.  You were up some
points, you were done, now the shots squared at the
last.

JENSEN CASTLE:  They put up a great battle, and they
played super well.  It was super fun.  We hung on and
hung in there.

Q.  How much confidence does that give you now for
this afternoon?

JENSEN CASTLE:  It gives me a lot of confidence.  That
was my first time playing alternate shot, so just hanging in
there really.  Putting up a 5 was very impressive and not
getting mad at each other when one puts the other one in
trouble.  That's super important, especially in match play. 
I'm super excited for this afternoon and go after it.
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